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Rail welds are considered as the weak part of a railway track. Teir defects and health can directly afect wheel-rail interaction,
track safety, and reliability. Current practices for rail welds health assessment are based on 2D vertical and lateral wear
measurement which needs time and track blocking. Te development of inertia-based condition monitoring methods such as
measuring axle box acceleration (ABA) comes with a crucial question on criteria or index for each rail track component health
monitoring. In this study, an index for evaluation of rail weld health is proposed through integrated numerical and feld ex-
periment data within a metro line using the ABA technique. Te relationship between the speed, wheel structural vibration, and
acceleration amplitude is investigated using fast Fourier transformation (FFT) and a nonlinear neural network principal
component analysis (PCA)model. An index is introduced to assess weld severity level based on the statistical method.Tis index is
simple and applicable for maintenance practice.

1. Introduction

Rail track maintenance actions are divided into three cat-
egories according to EN13848-5 standard: alert limit (AL),
intervention limit (IL), and immediate action limit (IAL) [1].
Te basis for identifying defects and determining the priority
of each repair is done using track recording vehicles (TRVs)
which implement data collection at intervals of about 0.25m.
Terefore, defects with very short wavelengths (such as worn
weld, rail spalling, and corrugation) cannot be detected in
this way. Most railway operators use visual inspection and
nondestructive testing (NDT) methods to identify local
defects. Te main challenge in visual inspection is the
possibility of human error and inaccurate estimation of the
severity of defects. Also, the use of NDT requires track
occupation which limits the use of these methods for high-
trafc corridors. Current standards for rail welds inspection
are based on measuring vertical and lateral wear which do
not consider welds geometry, wheel-rail interaction, and
contact forces which is an indication of track deterioration.

Using in-service train acceleration for maintenance
purposes is introduced to cover the abovementioned

challenges. Te accelerometer is mounted on the axle box
and by analyzing the collected acceleration data, information
can be obtained about the rail defects. Extensive work has
been done by Molodova et al. in this area [2–6]. Tey were
able to identify squat defects in a railway track through
wavelet analysis. It is also possible to determine the bolts pre-
load in fshplates using this method [7]. Núñez et al. in 2018
used the ABA technique to establish a cost-efective in-
spection and asset management to minimize maintenance
intervention time/cost without dedicated inspection vehicles
[8]. In 2018, Bocz et al. with the help of the ABA and scaled
average wavelet power (SAWP) studied possibility of the
tramway track condition monitoring [9]. In 2021, Cho and
Park used the ABA to detect squats in the Korean railway
using wavelet spectrum. Tey concluded that the most
probable areas for squats formation are rail welds and joint
sections [10]. In 2022, Xu et al. with the help of the ABA
method estimated rail corrugation in a high-speed track
using the energy factor and inverse STFTmethod [11]. Te
use of axle box acceleration for condition monitoring of a
track has been taken into consideration by many railway’s
companies in recent years. Tis method is based on the
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instantaneous response of the wheel when passing through a
defect [3]. So, if the track deteriorates, accelerations are
modifed and through studying their changes in frequency
contents, defects can be monitored.

Similar to track geometry, evaluation of rail weld wear is
implemented using versine (1m for rail weld), which only
considers longitudinal rail surface irregularity where ge-
ometry, contact forces, velocity and other possible param-
eters are not considered [12]. Also, there is a research gap
where there is a demand for the introduction of an index
available using contact force to determine track health. Te
input parameters for this purpose are speed, location, and
vertical acceleration. In the next step, an index is developed
for defect identifcation with the help of short-time Fourier
transformation (STFT), wheel structural natural frequencies,
and nonlinear neural network PCA. Te data obtained from
the feld test were analyzed and practical examples of the
application of this method are presented. Te presented
index can be used for practical applications in track
maintenance operations.

2. Rail Track

Te structure of a railway track consists of two rails fastened
to the sleepers.Te force transmission path is from the wheel
to the rail and then the fastening system, sleepers, and
superstructure. At constant intervals, the rails are welded
together, which are usually the weak points that are sus-
ceptible to failure. Rail defects can be classifed into 3 distinct
categories (from a wheel point of view): rail welds, rail
defects in the area between the two sleepers, and track
defects in the sleeper area.

In a rail system, the real challenge of using the ABA
method is to examine acceleration changes over time. Unlike a
closed system, the railway track is very long and also the
corridor can have two or more tracks. In practice, identifying
the position and severity of the impact provides sufcient
information for maintenance personnel. For this purpose, a
simple odometry algorithm based on complementary analysis
of signaling system data can be used for defect positioning.
Odometry can be defned as the use of data from motion
sensors to estimate changes in position over time [13]. Various
methods and techniques have been proposed to increase the
accuracy of signaling systems, including the use of trackside
equipment, sensor fusion, and a combination of existing
methods. In 1996, Mirabadi et al. reviewed diferent train
positioning methods and examined the possibility of in-
creasing positioning accuracy using sensor fusion [14]. In
2002, Allotta et al. developed an algorithm using neural
network, fuzzy logic, and crisp logic which can estimate train
speed with the help of wheel speed data. Teir proposed al-
gorithm can keep its accuracy even for poor wheel and rail
contact conditions [15]. Also, in 2011, they examined diferent
scenarios for their speed estimation algorithms in diferent
conditions such as failure of one or more sensors and ac-
celeration/braking process and compared their algorithm
error with the existing signaling system [16]. In 2013, with the
help of a tachometer, inertia sensors, and sensor fusion, they
modifed the accuracy of the existing odometry algorithm in

the Italian railway signaling system. Teir work’s importance
was in overestimating the available braking distance for the
train, which endangers safety. Based on Kalman’s flter theory,
a sensor fusion was performed on tachometer and gyroscope
data to eliminate noise efects. Results showed a signifcant
improvement in the accuracy of train speed estimation [17].

Te odometry algorithm used to detect welds is shown in
Figure 1; the reference is rail welds. Te input data are speed
and position data that are read from various sources (sig-
naling system, GPS, tachometer, etc.) and axle box accel-
eration (vertical) for left and right wheels. Te acceleration
data are then analyzed to detect weld impacts. Weld de-
tection criteria can also vary from a simple maximum to
linear regression and complex signal processing techniques
and pattern recognition depending on the nature and quality
of the signal. After detecting rail welds, their position can be
modifed. Te acceleration data for left and right rails with
diferent inputs can also compete with each other to achieve
the highest accuracy.

It is worth noting that all the odometry algorithms need a
reference to map the data in order to track any desired
parameters. In this case, the frst measurement is considered
as reference and all recordings are mapped relative to that.

Terefore, a modifed displacement is obtained, in which
the values of vertical acceleration are analyzed relative to
that. So, in repeated data acquisition, the signal points are
mapped to each other for monitoring purposes. At this stage,
the position of all points in terms of sleeper, welds and the
area between the two sleepers can be easily calculated.
Figure 2 shows the output of the algorithm for detected rail
welds. It can be seen that for both types of tracks (straight
and curved), the algorithm has successfully identifed the
position of the welds.

Tese impacts have been infuenced by many parame-
ters, including speed and weld severity. So, an index is re-
quired to access the impact nature and action level.

3. Weld Defect Detection Method

Tis section provides a criterion for detecting rail weld
defects with the help of feld test data. As track components
deteriorate, their dynamic interaction responses will alter
accelerations on the train. So, studying these changes would
help us to detect defect states. So, axle box acceleration data
are measured in a metro track and its relation with speed,
structural vibration of wheels, and other parameters are
needed to be considered.

In order to minimize the efects of train dynamics on
wheel-rail interaction, the leading axle is used for data ac-
quisition; therefore, the infuence of track parameters, in-
cluding the associated natural frequency and stifness (like
bridges, ballasted, or slab tracks) and gearbox vibrations can
be detected, and they are already considered through this
method (it is discussed in detail in reference [18]). Te
presented method is able to detect all impacts including rail
weld and other types of rail surface defects. Also, corrugation
can be detected as it is explained in reference [18]; the focus
of this study is to detect rail welds to present the proposed
method.
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First, the weld impacts are found based on the odometry
explained in Section 2; a nonlinear PCA method presented
by Scholz [19] is used to study the relationship between
impact severity and speed. Based on the results obtained in
this part, the accelerations are weighted by their speed. Tis
PCA method uses a neural network. Two approaches can be
considered: circular, which fts the data into a circle and
inverse, which fts a curve into the data. For this study, since
the nonlinear relation between impacts and their speed is
required, the inverse method is used.

Figure 3(a) shows an example of vertical acceleration
and its calculated short-time Fourier transformation
(STFT). Tis test is conducted online 1 of Tehran metro
with an Aluminum 500 series metro car. Figure 3(c) shows
results for a carbon-steel train in Line 3 and Figure 3(d)

shows measured data from an electrical locomotive in
Line 5 of Tehran urban metro, which is diferent in train
and track characteristics. Based on reference [20], a
window size of 0.125 s points would result studying any
parametric excitation which is used in this study. Tis
signal contains tangent and curved sections (distance
300–500m). For better illustration, the STFT results are
plotted in dB.

Vertical axle box accelerations contain both velocity-
dependent and velocity-independent components. Te ve-
locity-dependent vibrations are basically due to gearbox
vibration (which is shown in Figure 3(b)). Tey follow the
velocity profle pattern. So, a change in speed would change
this frequency. Weld impacts are also change with changes
in train speed, which will be discussed later.
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Figure 2: An example of measured axle box acceleration in a) line 1 and time domain and b) line 1 and calculated STFT in dB c) line 3 and d)
line 5 for an electric locomotive.
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Figure 1: Welds impacts in a metro track for a) curved track and b) straight track.
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Velocity-independent type is referred to as wheelset
structural mode shapes. An example of such a component is
shown in Figure 3(b).Tesemodes’ amplitude can change with
speed or excitation type, but the frequency is constant. Te
recorded wheelset mode shapes frequencies in the test are 73,
86, 136, 285, 355, 449, and 679Hz. Te weld has excited wheel
mode shapes up to 680Hz. Tese modes afect the measured
signal and their amplitude can be used for judging impact
severity. For each impact, wheel mode shapes are excited. Te
more the impact energy, the higher modes amplitude are
expected. Tis is verifed through all test data for about 27 km
track of line 1, line 3 and 5 and repeated data acquisition. More
details can be found in reference [18].

A critical point about using the ABA method is that the
wheel profle needs to be in good condition. So, the track
components would become dominant in the recorded data.
For all test presented in this research, the train was at a good
condition and wheel profle was almost new. In case of any
wheel damage, it follows a frequency proportional to velocity
which can be distinguished and removed.

In order to fnd a good index to evaluate weld impacts and
obtained results, the following parameters are considered:

(i) Vertical acceleration: Raw data used for calculating
wheel vibration modes and impact force

(ii) Wheel vibration modes: Te sum of the mode shapes
amplitude are used for defect detection [21, 22]

(iii) Speed: it has a linear efect on increasing the impact
intensity [12].

Te results are analyzed and three diferent approaches
are examined: weighted accelerations, wheel mode ampli-
tude summation (WMAS) to clear out components unre-
lated to the impact, and weighted WMAS to consider
accelerations at low speed.

After identifying the rail welds in the measured signal, it
is necessary to study the severity of the failure and prioritize
them.Temeasured points can be treated as statistical data.

Te railway tracks between two stations are built with
similar materials, almost the same life span and were built
with the same quality. So, it can be assumed that the data
points should behave similarly.Terefore, the diferences in
some of the data points can be considered as a preliminary
guess about the probability of a failure. Te detected weld
impacts in Figure 2 are plotted in terms of the corre-
sponding velocity in Figure 4. Tese welds are built at the
same time and with the same quality. Terefore, it is ex-
pected that the amplitudes will be closer to each other by
eliminating the efect of speed. Using the nonlinear PCA
method, the relationship between velocity and impact
amplitude is found to be linear. Tis linear pattern is also
reported and confrmed by Esveld and Steenbergen [12].

According to the obtained result, the results can be
weighted with speed. So, the impacts from diferent speed
can be compared with each other. Figure 5 shows the results
of the acceleration amplitude of the weld and weighted
accelerations by velocity. By dividing the acceleration to
velocity at very low speed, the results tends to infnity. Also,
this method is based on vibration mode amplitude. So, the
assumption of structural vibration of wheelset shall be
fulflled. To cover this challenge, a threshold (limit velocity)
must be considered for the weighted values. Tus, at speeds
above the limit value, the sum of the amplitudes of the
modes is divided by the speed, and at speeds below it, it is
divided by a limit value or replaced by zero. Tis limit value
can be determined by which wheel mode shapes amplitude
(Figure 4(b)) starts to be nonzero. It is assumed that when
all considered wheel mode shapes start to vibrate, the axle
box vibration can be analyzed as dynamic. In this study,
this threshold is calculated as 20 km/h and is shown as
vertical dashed line in Figures 4(a) and 4(b). Change in this
limit velocity has a minor efect in the fnal results and
depends on the contractor policy. Because in small portion
of the track, the train has a velocity below the limit value.

In the next step, statistical distribution for weld impacts
is studied.Te velocity-weighted data are found to follow the
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Figure 3: Weld impacts variation with speed and their relation.
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Burr distribution, as is shown in Figure 6.Tis distribution is
perfect for a nonnegative random variable. Te confdence
level is 95% and both density and cumulative probability
show good ftting with the data. Te dashed line represents
impacts that are lower than the upper bound of the 95%
reliability interval. So, the upper 5% can be scheduled for
inspection and maintenance. Te probability density func-
tion and cumulative distribution function are defned as
follows:

f(x; c.k) � ck
x

c− 1

1 + x
c

( 
k+1,

f(x; c.k) � 1 − 1 + x
c

( 
− k

.

(1)

In addition to velocity-weighted impacts along with the
impact factor, another approach can be considered. Te
acceleration signal contains components unrelated to the
impact, such as gearbox vibration or rail roughness. How-
ever, the wheel mode shapes are excited directly at the in-
stance of the impact and can be used as an indicator to assess
the impact intensity, more accurately. Te frequencies of
wheel modes are constant but their amplitude has a linear
relationship with velocity. Te more severe the impact, the
more modes are excited. In practice, the frst four modes of
the wheel (up to 355Hz) are afected by the impact, but for
large impacts, up to the frst six modes (up to a frequency of
700Hz) should be considered [22].

Results for wheel mode shapes amplitude summation for
the frst six wheelset mode shapes are shown in Figure 7.Te
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Figure 4: Weld impacts (up) and their weighted values (down) for a curved (left) and straight (right) track.
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Figure 5: Distribution of weld data.
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vertical acceleration signal, the sum of six amplitudes of the
wheel vibration modes (neighborhood of 20Hz for each
mode), and the weighted mode sum are plotted in each

fgure. Te impacts are compared relative to each other. So,
the basic logic, in this case, is that a point that is diferent
from the others should be inspected. Such diference of weld
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Figure 6: WMAS and velocity-weighted WMAS. a) test code: ABA_SN_346_0506, b) test code: ABA_SN_346_1314, c) test code:
ABA_SN_346_1718, and d) test code: ABA_SN_346_2526.
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Figure 7: Comparison of two method output (test code: ABA_SN_346_0506).
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with the others, its type and values, indicates the necessity of
this criterion in this section. Also, the points can be com-
pared generally or locally. All the welds in a corridor can be
compared with each other or only welds in a specifc area, for
example, the distance between two stations.Tis assumption
can be applied to all methods presented in this study and will
be discussed later.

In the results, any point which shows a higher impact
eventually has a peak. Considering the linear relationship
between acceleration amplitude and velocity, values are
weighted with velocity. Tis weighting is a more appropriate
criterion for decision making about weld defects. In order to

ensure that the large acceleration at low speed is not ignored,
the velocity-weightedWMASmethod is used for subsequent
analysis. Figure 7 shows a comparison of the WMAS and
velocity-weighted WMAS values. Te velocity profle is also
displayed and the horizontal line in the weighted values
indicates that 99% of the data are below this line. Tis line is
a good criterion for labeling the severity of the impact and it
can be said that the points (areas) above this line should be
inspected. Te 99% limit can vary for diferent rail networks
depending on the reliability of welds or network, safety,
workforce, and workload available. So, it can be formulated
as follows:
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Te limit value, as it is mentioned above, is 20 km/h.
Calculated WMAS and weighted WMAS values below this
limit velocity will have lower amplitude magnifcation which
is still high enough for inspection alarm as it is indicated in
Figure 7.

Te interesting point in Figure 7 is the impacts at low
speeds almost at the beginning of the signal. For example, in
Figures 7(a) and 7(d), large accelerations (considering the
speed) are spotted despite the low speed. For example, there
are some cases where the train must accelerate on a sharp
curve to start moving, which is difcult to identify without
weighing the components relative to speed.

A comparison of the two proposed methods including
weighted acceleration and velocity-weighted WMAS is
shown in Figure 8. Figure 8 represents the diference in
nature between comparing weld data generally and locally.
Figure 8(b) shows the weighted acceleration along the 95%
line and Figure 8(c) shows the sum of the modes along with
the 99% and 98% lines. It can be seen that the weighted
acceleration resulted in fewer inspection points. Te reason
for this is the diference in assumptions between these two
methods. Weighted acceleration compares all the welds in a
network or corridor, while the velocity-weighted WMAS
compares the welds in a small area (distance between two

stations in this case). Te assumption of comparison of the
points generally or locally can be applied to either of these
two methods, and the number of inspection points (as it is
mentioned) is a function of the operation parameters and
safety.

4. Checking the Results

To evaluate the accuracy of the results, the test is repeated
with a sampling frequency of 10 kHz. An accelerometer’s
natural frequency is 2500Hz.Te data are analyzed using the
weighted acceleration method presented in this study. An
example of the measured data along with the velocity-
weighted one is presented in Figure 9.

Four cases are examined. Photos taken from faulty
detected rail welds are also shown. Between the distances
8200 and 8300, there is a switch. In case 1, there is a 3mm
vertical step due to wear which lead to a high impact in raw
data but weaken because of velocity. Still, it is close to the
criteria line. For cases 2 and 4, a minor wear at the end of rail
weld is observed and is shown in Figures 9(d) and 9(f). Case
3 is a serious major deterioration in rail weld and as it can be
seen in Figure 9(e), high local wear has occurred at weld ends
which will result in high impacts and eventually rail break.

Table 1: Sources for errors and measures to cover it.

Action in
procedure

Potential and occurred
error

Efect on
results Root cause Taken action

Sensor
arrangement

(i) Improper
accelerometer High Unable to record desired

pattern and frequencies
(i) A preliminary test is one to determine proper
accelerometer capacity.

(ii) Low accuracy of
arrangement Medium Efects of vehicle dynamic

on results

(i) Other references are checked for an optimum
arrangement.
(ii) Te leading wheel is used to minimize vehicle
efect.

Data acquisition

(i) Unwanted noise Medium Electromagnetic and
mechanical vibration

(i) Static test is done to determine background
noise.
(ii) Shielded cables are used.

(ii) Vehicle vibration Medium Vehicle dynamics
(i) Vehicle dynamics efects are determined as
velocity-dependant vibration and cleared from
the results if needed.

Data processing (i) High computational
volume Low

(i) High volume of
measured data
(ii) Modern methods
required higher
computation time

(i) Optimum parameters for windowing, method,
etc., are chosen to minimize calculation time.

Pattern extraction
and index
defnition

(i) Vehicle location
error
(ii) Change in velocity
(iii) Repeatability
(iv) Comprehensiveness
of results

Medium

(i) Odometry and
signalling error
(ii) Normal operation of
the train
(iii) Possible fake impacts
in results
(iv) Change in train and
track characteristics

(i) An innovative odometry algorithm is
developed to control fault location error based on
rail welds locations.
(ii) Normalizing the acceleration with velocity
and setting a limit velocity for low speed.
(iii) Repeated data acquisition on diferent tracks
with diferent train and track characteristics is
made to check the repeatability and
comprehensiveness of the presented algorithm.
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Another point emphasizing this method’s advantage is that
all of these cases were missed by maintenance personnel
(especially case 1 and 3 which are rejected welds) due to the
improper light condition inside of the tunnel.

Te presented algorithm, the weld with index greater
than the defned threshold (1 or 2% which is explained), is
considered as defective weld. However, leaving the judgment
to the machine instead of human expert needs large data
gathering and database.Te algorithm as it is now is a tool to
help the personnel to priorities their schedule and after
gathering a proper dataset the condition monitoring system
can be established.

In order to examine possible error sources and their
efects on results accuracy, each potential and occurred noise
and error are presented in Table 1 and actions to cover them
are presented. It is worth noting that because of repeated
measurement, most of the possible errors can be covered and
as it is mentioned before, in practice, identifying the position
and severity of the impacts provides sufcient information
for maintenance personnel and track inspection optimiza-
tion schedule, which is the scope of the presented algorithm.

Finally, with the help of the presented index, the dete-
rioration rate of each weld can bemonitored in repeated data
gathering and the inspection program and maintenance
actions can be planned and optimized based on the intensity
and rate of the index. Tis procedure can be applied and
developed to any kind of rail surface defect and track.
However, generalizing the values used for all kinds of tracks
and feet needs to be studied in more detail.

5. Conclusions

In this paper, with the help of feld tests and the axle box
acceleration method, impacts from rail welds are analyzed.
At frst, with the help of sensor fusion (vertical axle box
accelerations and train position data), an odometry algo-
rithm was developed. Te proposed algorithm was based on
detecting welds on the measured acceleration signal and
maintained its performance for both straight and curved
tracks. Te use of the presented algorithm is essential in the
implementation of the track condition monitoring system
and rail defects monitoring.Tese accelerations are also used
to identify rail weld defects. Using a nonlinear neural net-
work-based regression model, it is found that acceleration
amplitude has a linear relationship with velocity and the
velocity-weighted accelerations due to weld impacts follow
the Burr distribution. Te 95% upper bound is selected as a
criterion for faulty welds. In the next step, the wheel mode
shape amplitude summation (WMAS) and velocity-
weighted WMAS is calculated using FFT and results are
compared. Based on the results, an index is defned for the
health evaluation of rail welds. A limit speed is also defned
to prevent large values at a very low speed. Te results show
that even welds at low train speeds can be compared with the
ones at higher speeds. A comparison between the two
methods is made, and results from comparing the welds,
locally and generally, are discussed. Te assumption of
comparing welds in a local or the whole corridor can be
applied to both presented criteria. Also, the upper bound

limit for inspection can be adjusted depending on the re-
liability of welds or network, safety, workforce, and work-
load available. Te presented methods are simple and
practical and they can be applied to prioritize inspection
schedules. Finally, an example is presented with another
measurement data to practically present this method’s
advantages.
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